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INTRODUCTION: THE CONTEXT
• United Nations launched Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in
2015 to achieve 17 goals by 2030
• 500 million people in the Muslim world live under USD2.5/day
• At current levels of investments developing countries will face a gap
of $2.5 trillion annually to achieve SDGs
• The financial sector has an important role to fill the gap and promote
SDGs
– Financial Inclusion: Increase financial access/inclusion for individuals (SDGs1,
2, 3, 4, 10), MSMEs (SDGs 5, 8) and governments (SDG 13)
– Infrastructure Development: Help generate resources for investment in
infrastructure projects (SDGs 6, 9) in renewable energy (SDGs 6, 13)

• What has Islamic finance to offer to contribute to the SDGs?

ISLAMIC FINANCE—VISION
• Islamic economists—economy based on Islamic principles will fulfill the
maqasid al Shari’ah
– Produce a vibrant and stable economy balancing equity and growth
– Financial system would be Shari’ah compliant, ethical, inclusive, resilient and
promote social and economic development

• Key Islamic finance innovation was in ‘meaning’ relating to symbolic
and emotional factors
– Meaning focuses on ‘why’ a product is bought, not only ‘what’ is bought
– Products people buy have personal and social meanings beyond functions
– Relates to purpose of the product perceived by the user

SHARIAH VALUES & PRINCIPLES
• Shariah principles related to contracts
– Shariah compliant: fulfilling the legal form
– Shariah based: fulfilling the legal form/substance and maqasid
Maqasid ammah (macro/general)
Maqasid khassah (micro/specific)
• Macro/General: realizing human
• Protecting and enhancing five essentials
wellbeing by enhancing welfare
(faith, life, intellect, posterity and wealth)
(maslahah) and preventing harm
of the stakeholders
(mafsadah)
• Fulfilling the objectives stipulated in
• Produce an economy that protects ‘public
contacts
interests’, balances between growth and
equity
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EXPECTATIONS OF STAKEHOLDERS
Importance of Islamic Banks Objectives
Not imp. at
all (%)
Prohibition of riba
Provide Shari’ahcompliant products
Promote sustainable
development
Contribute to social
welfare
Alleviating poverty
Maximising profits

Not imp. Do Not
(%)
Know (%)

Imp.
(%)

Very imp.
(%)

Mean

0.0

1.0

5.2

24.9

68.8

4.61

0.0

0.6

4.6

29.1

65.6

4.60

0.2

1.0

16.6

50.3

31.9

4.13

0.6

2.9

15.7

50.1

30.6

4.07

0.6
2.1

4.8
11.1

23.7
16.1

45.3
50.3

25.6
20.3

3.90
3.76

Source: Mohd Nor (2012) (total respondents 477, Malaysia)
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PERFORMANCE OF IBS
Papers

Shari’ah
compliance

Stakeholders

Kamla & Rammal (2013)
(19 banks)

Good

Haniffa & Hudaib (2007)
(7 banks)

Good

Good

Maali et. al. (2006) (29
banks)

Good

Moderate

Charitable
Activities
Moderate

Social &
Environmental
Impact
Insignificant
Insignificant

Moderate

Mohammed & Razak
(2008) (6 banks)

Insignificant
Insignificant

Aribi & Arun (2012)
(9 banks)

Good

CONCLUSION

GOOD

None
GOOD/MOD.

MODERATE

INSIGNIFICANT
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GAP IN THE VISION AND PRACTICE
➢Islamic finance has had impressive growth, but questions raised
about its quality
➢ Social/ethical goals not achieved as expected

➢A Key problem is lack of innovation—IF mimicking Conventional
Finance
➢ ‘Reverse engineering’—an Islamic replication of a conventional product is
engineered
➢ Contractual stipulations (mode) are fulfilled in a legalistic manner

➢Innovation is closely linked to knowledge creation and developing
workable models
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Credibility of Islamic Finance
Questions (no. of obs.)

1

2

3

4

5

Muslims have doubts about the banking
products of IFIs (146)
Muslims belief that Islamic banking is just
change of names (147)

71
(48.6%)

37
(25.3%)

28
(19.2%)

8
(5.5%)

2
(1.4%)

66
(44.9%)

49
(33.3%)

26
(17.7%)

5
(3.4%)

1
(0.7%)

IFIs are not meeting the financial needs of
Muslims (146)

35
(23.9%)

61
(41.8%)

40
(27.4%)

7
(4.8%)

3
(2.1%)

1-Strongly Agree; 2-Agree; 3-No View/Neutral; 4-Disagree; 5-Strongly Disagree.
Source: Rahman (2012) (Survey done in UK)
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KNOWLEDGE IN ECONOMICS
➢ Role of knowledge in economy viewed in different ways
➢ New Growth Theory—role of knowledge & technology in economic growth
➢ New Institutional Economics (NIE)—takes a broad/comprehensive view of
economies
➢ Studies the structure and evolution of economies and discusses the role of
culture (religion)
➢ Uses four levels of analysis
➢
➢
➢
➢

Culture
Institutions
Organizations
Markets/transactions

CULTURE
‘Patterns of thinking, feeling and acting—software of the mind’
(Hofstede & Hofstede)
‘…the means by which people communicate, perpetuate, and
develop knowledge about attitude towards life’ (Geertz)
‘All human contributions to ideas, perceptions, customs, socio-political
systems, and economic constructs’ (Arab HDR 2003)
Culture can be viewed at 3 levels
➢Core—believes and assumptions of human existence
➢Middle layer—values and norms
➢Explicit—outward appearances, consumption patterns
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INSTITUTIONS
➢The nature of polity, state, constitution, laws, justice system, etc.
➢Would include public institutions like the executive, judiciary,
legislation, courts, and bureaucracy
➢Determines human/political rights and rule of law
➢Defines property rights and rules of their exchange
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ORGANIZATIONS
➢Groups of individuals with common purpose of achieving
certain goals (firms, nonprofits, schools, unions, etc.)
➢Structure and governance issues

➢Efficiency and incentive structures
➢Minimization of transactions costs and risks
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MARKETS/TRANSACTIONS
➢Allocation and exchange of resources, goods and services takes
place
➢Demand, supply and markets

➢‘Nexus of contracts’
➢Technology, prices, costs, risks, etc. determine the type of products
and contracts used in markets
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NIE—DYNAMICS OF ECONOMIC STRUCTURES
➢

Intrinsic Evolution
➢

➢
➢

➢

Starts at culture (A1, A2, A3)
Culture entails knowledge
Stock and production of knowledge
determines institutions/organizations
Speed and direction of change of
economies depend on rate and kind of
knowledge produced, respectively

Institutions
A1
Culture

A2
Organizations
A3

Transactions
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NIE—DYNAMICS OF ECONOMIC STRUCTURES
➢

Marginal Adaptation
➢

➢

➢

Starts at the transactions/ organizations
levels (B1, B2, B3)
Change in preferences/ technology—niche
market
Organizations/institutions adjust to meet
demand

Institutions
B3
Culture

B2
Organizations

B1
Transactions
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NIE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
➢ NIE—Knowledge is embedded in cultures, institutions,

organizations and products
➢Intrinsic evolution & economies
➢

➢
➢

Culture of learning/innovation
New knowledge reflected in institutions and organizations
Produces/consumes knowledge-based products & services

➢Marginal adaptation & economies
➢

➢
➢

➢

Cultures slow to produce/use knowledge
Stagnant institutions and organizations
Factor/commodity based economies
Passive consumers of knowledge-products

NIE AND ISLAMIC FINANCE
➢ Origins of Islamic banking & finance took the marginal

adaptation approach
➢ Islamic banking had to adjust to the existing institutional
framework and organizational formats
➢ The focus has been on products and contracts
➢ Without producing the knowledge to support the industry, the only
alternative was to replicate conventional organizational model
and products
➢ For sound growth of Islamic finance, need to create institutions and
organizations that reflect Islamic values and principles
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KNOWLEDGE CONCEPTS
➢Various concepts of knowledge
➢Explicit knowledge is codified and can be communicated using

symbols (is tangible)
➢Tacit knowledge based on experience, thinking and feelings
applied in a specific context (may be intangible)
➢ Cultural knowledge ‘‘assumptions and beliefs that are used to
describe, and explain reality, as well as the conventions and
expectations that are used to assign value and significance to
new information’’ (Choo 1998)
➢Useful knowledge—the extent to which knowledge can be used
to in reality by developing models and solutions
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION AND INNOVATION
➢Knowledge creation goes through a process

➢Data—raw descriptions/observations about past, present and
future worlds
➢Information—patterns identified in data
➢Knowledge—product resulting from human reflection and
efforts

➢Innovation is a process through which new knowledge is
incorporated in products process or service
➢Not all knowledge creates value—is not useful knowledge

➢Knowledge creation is a necessary condition, but not a
sufficient condition for innovation
Source: Popadiuk and Choo (2006), “Innovation and knowledge creation: How are these concepts related?”
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KNOWLEDGE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD
Past
Islamic knowledge creation
reached zenith in the 10th century
and remained at a high level
until the 17th century

➢

Present
Starting 17th century—knowledge
creation in the Muslim world
stagnated

➢

The Muslim mind lost its ‘ability to
give birth to new ideas, to update its
institutions, and to produce the
planning, means and policies
essential to further progress at the
civilizational level’ (AbuSulayman
1993)
➢

➢

‘There is no other concept that has

been operative as a determinant of
Muslim civilization in all its aspects
to the same extent as ilm…Ilm is
Islam…” (Rosenthal 2007)
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KNOWLEDGE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD
The initial periods…

FANAR Qatar Islamic Cultural Centre

The later periods…
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Index (0-100)

GCI 3RD PILLAR: ICT ADOPTION
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Source: WEF World Competitiveness Index Dataset 2018

53,1

52,0

38,9

GCI 12TH PILLAR: INNOVATION CAPABILITY

Source: WEF World Competitiveness Index Dataset 2018
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INNOVATION DIMENSIONS
Domains of Innovation

Intensities of Innovation

• Organizational
• Markets
• Meanings (in products)

• Incremental (or marginal/
sustaining): simple/minor changes
that improve existing products
• Radical (or disruptive): change of
frame that produces new and
discontinuous outcomes

INNOVATIONS IN MEANINGS DOMAIN
Meaning?

• Relates to ‘purpose’ of the product perceived by the user—‘why’ people
use/need a product
• Are intangible and depends on socio-cultural context in which products are
used

• Output--new meaning relating to symbolic and emotional factors
Innovation of
• Changes lead to new meaningful culturally embedded experiences to the user
Meaning? • Constructed with interactions with the society and co-created by firms and
users
Innovation • Incremental: minor changes in existing meanings in products and services
Intensities • Radical: redefinition of socio-cultural paradigm resulting in products that are
new and different from the dominant meaning in existing markets Promote
such private sector solutions
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ISLAMIC FINANCE AND MEANING
Stakeholders’ Expectationsa
(477 respondents in Malaysia)
Objectives
Provide Shariah
compliant products
Promote sustainable
development
Contribute to social
welfare
Maximising profits

Score*

4.60
4.13
4.07
3.76

Islamic Banks Concernsb
(103 CEOs from 31 Countries)
Concerns
Shareholders’ Value &
Expectations
Consumer Attraction, Relation &
Retention
Shariah standards, compliance
and governance framework
Financial Inclusion, Micro & SME
Financing

Score* (Rank)

4.35 (1)
4.26 (6)
4.16 (8)

3.67 (18)

*Score--average of responses with the following weights: Not important at all-1; Not important-2; Do not know-3; Important-4; and Very
important-5. Sources: a-Nor (2012); b-CIBAFI (2018)
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MARKET SEGMENTS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Financial Functions/Products
Mobilizing savings/asset
management (MS)
Allocating capital/financing
(AC)
Managing risks (MR)

Household sector
Poor
Non-poor
(1)
(2)
MS1(?)
MS2(√)

Business Sector
MSEs
MLFs
(3)
(4)
MS3(?)
MS4(√)

AC1(?)

AC2(√)

AC3(?)

AC4(√)

MR1(?)

MR2(√)

MR3(?)

MR4(√)

• Developing countries
– 7% of people borrowed from a financial institution (6% for the bottom 40% of the income
group)
– 40% of MSEs (65 million) have unmet financing needs amounting to US$5.2 trillion annually
– Islamic micro finance is 0.5% of the total microfinance outreach (Karim et. al. 2008)
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KNOWLEDGE, INNOVATION & ISLAMIC FINANCE
➢ Lot of ‘data’ and ‘information’ on Islamic law and financial principles that

need to be used to create ‘knowledge’ that can be used to produce
institutions, organizations and products
➢ New knowledge not created for innovation—bulk of the innovation in IF has
been ‘Reverse Engineering’
➢ Need to move to ‘Innovative engineering’—come up with Shari’ah based
products
➢Start with the market segment and needs and then come up with new products
satisfying the need and the form/spirit of Islamic law

➢ Would require investment in knowledge, R&D and innovation
➢ In a survey of 20 banks, only 8 (40%) indicated that they had a structured idea
generation process
32

DIMENSIONS OF INNOVATIONS
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ISLAMIC FINANCE AND INNOVATION: ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Innovation
Domain

Incremental
(Index value: 1)

Radical
(Index value: 2)

Organizational Imitating existing organizational
formats of conventional finance

Developing innovative
organizational models reflecting
Islamic values and principles

Market

Targeting clients in existing
markets (non-poor and MLFs)

Targeting clients in markets that
are not served (poor and MSEs)

Meaning

Legal Shariah compliance (form/ Legal Shariah compliance
substance) but ignoring the
(form/substance) and fulfilling
maqasid
maqasid (ethical and social goals)
Shariah compliance in form
(Index: 0.5)
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ORGANIZATIONAL FORMATS
EVOLUTION OF ISLAMIC BANKING MODELS

➢ Ideal Model: Two-tier Mudarabah model
➢ Profit-loss sharing modes of financing on both the asset and liability side

➢ 2nd Best Model: One-tier Mudarabah with Multiple Investment
Tools
➢ Liability Side—PSIA (Mudarabah based)
➢ Asset Side—multiple investment tools, dominated by fixed-income
contracts (murabahah, ijarah, istisna, etc.)

➢ 3rd Best Model: Fixed–Return Liability and Assets
➢ Liability Side—Fixed-income investment accounts (using tawarruq)
➢ Asset Side has multiple investment tools, dominated by tawarruq

INNOVATIONS IN ORGANIZATIONAL FORMATS
• Islamic banking model
– Meaning: Incremental (1)
– Organizational: Incremental (1)
– Market: Incremental (1)

• Baitul maal wa Tamwil
– Meaning: Radical (2)
– Organizational: Radical (2)
– Market: Radical (2)
36

FINANCING INSTRUMENTS INNOVATIONS
• Islamic banks providing tawarruq
based cash financing (existing
clients)
– Meaning: Incremental (0.5)
– Organizational: Incremental (1)
– Market: Incremental (1)

• Islamic banks providing microfinance
using acceptable modes
– Meaning: Radical (2)
– Organizational: Incremental (1)
– Market: Radical (2)
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THE FUTURE AND ISLAMIC FINANCE

The
Future?

• Achieving the SDGs—a huge challenge
• Accelerators shaping the future—technology, climate change
and globalization
• Presents both risks and opportunities

How will • Islamic finance principles can positively contribute SDGs (financial
Islamic Finance inclusion) and enhance resilience in financial systems
respond? • Need to come out of straightjacket of incremental innovations of

imitating conventional finance
• Starting point: Shift from the incremental to radical innovation of
meanings
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ISLAMIC FINANCE—THE WAY FORWARD
Radical
Innovations of
Meanings

Consider both means (contracts) and ends (maqasid)

Change in mind-set about radical meanings will induce
different types of innovations
Potential
Innovations

• Products that solve problems of providing financial services to
the poorer households and MSEs need to be explored (radical
market innovations)
• This would require using non-bank financial institutions (fintechs)
to provide the services (radical organizational innovations)
40

FINTECH—PROSPECTS
• Fintech has the potential to break down traditional financial relationships
and ‘economics of finance’
• Can reduce information asymmetry—key problem in financial contracts
• Lower costs of delivery
• Democratize finance (financial inclusion)

• McKinsey (2016): Digital Finance for All
• In emerging economies as a whole

• 45% of adults (2 billion individuals) do not have a financial account at a bank/financial
institution
• 200 million MSMEs unserved or underserved ($2.2 trillion credit gap)

• USD 3.7 trillion can be added to developing world GDP in 2025 annually from
widespread digital finance
• Digital technologies cut the cost of providing financial services by 80 to 90%

• Economic development is usually a long journey, digital finance solutions
can radically speed the progress, and at a relatively affordable cost
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AN EXAMPLE: myAgro
Story of myAgro
Anushka Ratnayake worked with Kiva.org and One
Acre Fund
Noticed farmers had adequate funds during harvest time
but these got exhausted during time for planting

Could not buy seeds and fertilizers for the next round of crops
7% small farmers had access to loans and could buy
seeds/fertilizers
Low levels of production led to many families not being able to feed
themselves over the year
Those who got loans had to pay off the loans during harvest time and
take a new round of loan during the plantation time
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myAgro…
The
Framework

The
Results

Anuskha initiated a micro-savings program myAgro in Mali in 2011
• Established a mobile layaway platform
• Farmers could save by buying mobile phone-time (mobile scratch cards)
during harvest time and transfer funds to myAgro’s account.
• During the planting time, the seeds and fertilisers that are already paid for
are delivered to farmers
• myAgro started operations in Senegal also and planning to start operations in
Tanzania in 2018
• Farmers who participated increased their annual income by 50-100%.
• The scheme has 50,000 clients in 2018 and the goal is to reach a million
small farmers by 2025 and double their income levels
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
➢
➢

NIE—strong interplay of knowledge and economic development
Due to lack of knowledge creation, IF has been marginal adapter
➢

➢

Lack of institutions, organizations and products reflecting appropriate
values and norms

Moving forward
➢
➢

➢

Among NIE levels, culture inheres in humans
Other levels (institutions, organizations and markets/products) are
created by humans/society
Culture of knowledge & innovation needs to be inculcated—culture
changes slowly
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Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah( )ﷺused to
say, “O Allah! Grant me benefit in what you have taught me,
and teach me useful knowledge and provide me with
knowledge that will benefit me.” (Bulugh al-Maram, Book 16,
Hadith 1608)
Abdullah bin Amr narrated that the Prophet [SAW] used to
seek refuge (with Allah) from four things: From knowledge
that is of no benefit, from a heart that does not feel humble,
from a supplication that is not heard, and a soul that is never
satisfied” Sunan an-Nasa’I 5442)
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